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Abstract

In the 2016 US Presidential Election, experts universally agreed Hillary Clinton
would emerge victorious; yet, history has proved them wrong. One of the main lines
of criticism Clinton received was that she did not allocate resources efficiently, ignor-
ing high value swing states such as Wisconsin and Michigan. This paper aims to test
whether Clinton efficiently spent her funds using the Blotto Game to model the Elec-
toral College. Data taken from the FEC shows that both Clinton and Trump allocate
inefficiently on a national level, and this results in a Clinton loss with similar margins
to her actual 2016 margins. Efficient allocation would have handed either candidate
the victory. In addition, we analyzed an isolated swing state model, where once again,
Trump beats Clinton using 2016 data, but either candidate’s efficient allocations would
have handed them the victory. We conclude that Clinton spent resources inefficiently,
and this ends up costing her the election.
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1 Introduction

The Electoral College serves as the means of electing the President of the United States
every four years. This system divides the country into 51 districts, comprised of the 50 US
states and Washington, DC. Each state has a set number of electors, who have pledged to
vote for a certain candidate. These electors represent certain specific districts in each state,
and are elected by popular vote by the people of that district. To summarize, the people
in every district vote for a representative elector who has pledged to vote for a specific
candidate, and whichever candidate wins the most electors ends up winning the election and
ascending to the presidency.

There are 538 electors spread across the 51 districts. The states are allocated a number
of electors equal to the number of representatives, which varies by state, added to the number
of senators, of which every state has two. The District of Colombia, as an exception, is offered
three electors, as described in the 23rd Amendment. Since the halfway point to 538 is 269,
the first candidate to reach 270 electors has won the majority and thus the race.

In 2016, Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump ran against Democratic can-
didate Hillary Clinton. In what many analysts considered a surprising upset, Donald Trump
and his vice presidential nominee Mike Pence won the race with 304 electors, compared to
the 227 of Clinton’s. Most major analysts and polls predicted a resounding Clinton victory
before the election to be proven wrong on election day. Many experts have subsequently
attempted to explain Trump’s success and Clinton’s failure.

A prevailing opinion among the population is that Clinton lost several swing states,
especially in the Midwest region, due to her lack of attention to that area. The possibility
being raised is that if Clinton had spent more of her campaign funds in key states such as
Wisconsin, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Florida, then she could have won those states and
thus won the election.

To test such an opinion, this paper will attempt to model the Electoral College using
the Blotto game, a classic game theory model frequently used in economics. The Blotto
game is a zero-sum game where two generals contest multiple battlegrounds. Both generals
have a set amount of soldiers that they can send to each of N battlefields, and whichever side
allocates more soldiers to any given battlefield wins that battlefield. Neither general knows
what the other general will do, and the payoff is equal to the amount of battlefields that
they win. This paper will use a variant of the Blotto game with 51 battlefields, one for each
district in the Electoral College. In addition, a weight will be assigned to each battlefield
equivalent to its EC value; for example, the battleground of “California” will be assigned a
weight of 55. This means winning “California” gives a payoff of 55 to the winner. Campaign
funds can be modeled as the soldiers in this game.

The Blotto Game has already been solved for N battlefields. This paper will take the
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optimal allocation of the Blotto game given these heterogenous battlefield values, and com-
pare them with the actual campaign funds allocated by the Clinton and Trump campaigns
to determine the correlation. Finally, this paper will tie these results to see if support can
be given for or against this theory.

2 Literature Review

The first Blotto games were proposed and solved in the 1920s. Interest rose significantly
after World War II as applications to game theory and economics arose. It was given its
name by a US Air Force paper published in 1950, and in 2016 was computationally solved
for any N battlefields.

Research into winning the Electoral College predates research into Blotto games. How-
ever, applications of game theory to compute efficient strategies for the EC are more recent.
In 1973, Brams & Davis published a paper on resource allocation models for presidential
campaigning. In it, they described strategies and efficient allocations for the EC under three
different models. The first model analyzes a simple popular vote. The second model ana-
lyzes the Electoral College as a simultaneous game. The third model analyzes the Electoral
College as a sequential game. Ultimately, only the first model held a pure strategy Nash
Equilibrium. However, the authors concluded that there was a noticeable bias in allocation
towards states with larger EC values.

In 1974, Brams & Davis extend their ideas further by proposing the “3/2s Rule”. This
simple rule claims that presidential campaigns will allocate their resources to each state in
direct proportion to 3

2
of their EC values. The authors of this paper justify the mathematics

theoretically, and then test it by applying it to empirical data from presidential elections
dating from 1960 to 1972. This paper set a precedent for future research in this field; most
other studies using applied game theory to politics reference this paper in some form or
another, usually to support it or to critique it. We will also compare our findings to those
of Brams & Davis at the end of this research paper.

In 1975, Colantoni, Levesque, and Ordeshook wrote a critique of the “3/2s Rule”, prin-
cipally arguing that the existence of corner solutions and the usage of a sequential model
do not accurately convey the theory behind the empirical evidence. In essence, the au-
thors support the evidence and end result, while rejecting the mathematical theory behind
it. Instead, they propose several amendments, advocating for consideration of how many
undecided voters each state has, and how likely each voter is to switch votes.

In 1977, Shane published a paper on using mathematical models for spending in adver-
tisements for political campaigns. Using a basic two-competitor game, the author analyzes
budget distribution, vote maximization, and allocation over time in terms of advertising dol-
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lars. He considers four different situations in which efficient allocation can be analyzed; of
those, section 3 is relevant to our area. The author finds mathematically that the strongest
efforts go to the voters who are most undecided, and that given all voters are equally likely
to vote for one candidate or the other, the results align with the conclusions of Brams &
Davis.

In 1985, Bartels analyzes the same problems references in Brams & Davis, and Colan-
toni et al. This paper differentiates between centralized, nationally-dispersed resources by
the campaign headquarters, and state resources used in campaigning. Regarding the distri-
bution of centralized resources, which is the relevant topic to our discussion, the author tests
the previous theories against empirical evidence taken from the 1976 presidential election,
where Jimmy Carter beat out incumbent Gerald Ford. The author found that data heav-
ily conformed to the previous conclusions that spending heavily leaned towards states with
larger totals.

In 1986, Gurian wrote about a variation that analyzes a candidate’s spending over time
in multiple elections, taking into account how each state’s primaries are held at different
times. The author used primarily empirical evidence taken from both the 1976 and 1980
US presidential elections to develop and assess his conclusions. Though the eventual goal
of each candidate is to win the nomination of his or her party, the author argues that there
are different ways to achieve that goal. The first is through maximization of the delegates
that pledge to support that candidate, which gives results largely similar to previous studies.
The second is through maximization of momentum, which spends a disproportional amount
on the states with earlier primaries in an attempt to build momentum and carry those over
to win future states with less funds. This strategy, mainly taken by those with little media
exposure and a small starting fund base, is supported with analyzed data.

In 1989, James Snyder extended applied game theory past the presidential election to
legislative elections, where the goal is not to win the single presidential seat, but to win the
plurality of legislative seats in Congress. This means that the most efficient strategies can
elect to sacrifice the outcome of certain seats if it can more efficiently win over other seats.
The author shows that the Nash Equilibrium of the game changes depending on what the
goals of the two generals are, and how they choose to distribute their resources as such.

One year later in 1990, Snyder offers analysis on another variant of the presidential
election, which assumes that there are more than two parties that are competitive in the
election. In the US, generally the two major parties hold most of the power, but there have
been times that a third party has taken a non-negligible share of the EC electors. The
two-party election, as analyzed by previous authors, have the two candidates matching each
other’s spending in states, with a bias on those states that are more competitive with larger
values. However, Snyder found that in the multi-party election, candidates spend a greater
portion on states that they are already winning, in order to secure their votes from that
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state.
In 2008, Stromberg uses a model centered on probability and maximizing likelihood

of victory. Each of two candidates must decide how much resources to spend on each state
to maximize the probability of winning the overall election. Then, he fits in empirical data
from the two most recent elections at the time, in 2000 and 2004. The author concludes
mathematically that resources should optimally be given to swing states that have the most
opportunity to lean one way or the other, and while the probability of being a swing state
depends heavily on the conditional probability of its marginal voters and the number of
voters in that state, this probability is roughly proportional to the state’s electoral vote.
Finally, the data from 2000 and 2004 heavily support this author’s conclusion with a high
degree of correlation.

This research paper will discuss the basic 51-dimension heterogeneous Blotto game as
a model of the Electoral College. Unlike some of the other papers discussed in the literature
review, this paper will model only the basic Blotto game, without any extensions such as
marginal voters, time series, and other variations on the original game.

Then, similarly to other papers that have tested empirical data from earlier elections,
we will test empirical data from the recent 2016 US Presidential Election between Trump
and Clinton to study the correlation between the optimal model allocation and the evidence
on-hand. Data will be collected from the campaigns themselves and then compared with the
optimal Blotto game calculations. This paper will ultimately attempt to provide insight as
to whether or not the campaigns spent their funds optimally. Using these results, this paper
will provide explanations as to why the result of the election was what it eventually became
- a Trump victory and a Clinton loss.

3 Data

The Federal Election Commission (FEC) has mandatory laws that require each can-
didate in every political race for a US government election to file their contributions and
expenditures. Such campaign finance data is freely available and distributed on the main
FEC government webpage, and is usually released quarterly.

At the time of this paper, the 2016 US Presidential Election was well over a year
past, and the FEC had thoroughly compiled every expenditure made by every presidential
candidate that filed for the race. Specifically, the FEC releases the following for every
expenditure made by every candidate:

• The name of the recipient of the expenditure, usually either an individual or a company

• The disbursement amount, in USD
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• The date of disbursement

• The city, state, and zip code in which the disbursement occurred

• A brief description and/or memo about the purpose of disbursement

• Various alphanumerical IDs used to electronically catalog each disbursement

For the purpose of this paper, the exact disbursement amount in USD and the state in
which the disbursement occurred will be relevant information towards applying the Blotto
Game analysis.

Alternative data sources include third-party firms that publish their own recorded
data of campaign expenditures. Notable firms include the Center for Responsible Politics at
OpenSecrets.org, and Kantar Media Group, which provides private consulting for campaign
groups. Additional sources include news outlets such as MSNBC and CNBC. All of these
sources either use the FEC data, or collect their own data using their own means.

Because many of these datasets are privately owned, they are either difficult to acquire,
or have unclear methodology. In addition, they offer no palpable advantage to the FEC
dataset, which is collected using federally enforced laws. Since the FEC data is complete
and thorough, and already compiled, I decided to use this dataset for the analysis.

The relevant dataset can be found directly on the FEC’s FTP server, via bulk down-
loads. The data must be accessed through FEC’s classic server, as the FEC underwent a
webpage renovation that moved all of its past datasets into a new section. The relevant file
can be found under the following directory:

bulk-downloads/Presidential_Map/2016/P00000001/P00000001D-ALL.zip

4 Methodology

To analyze the data from the FEC on the 2016 Presidential Election, we will apply
several different Blotto Game models to determine who wins given various different alloca-
tions by each candidate. We will consider the two-party model where the two players are
Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump. There will be 51 battlegrounds for the Blotto Game,
which includes each of the 50 states of America and Washington, DC. For the purposes of
simplifying this model, we will include each separate standalone congressional district as
part of the state itself. Thus, districts such as Maine 02 and Nebraska 02 are included as
part of Maine and Nebraska, respectively.

In order to win any given battlefield, whichever of Clinton or Trump must allocate
more funds than the other to that battlefield. Then, the number of electoral points that the
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battlefield is valued at will go to the winner of that battlefield. We note that it does not
matter by how much a candidate wins a battlefield, only that he or she does. The player
with the most amount of points after considering every relevant battlefield will be the winner
of the game.

The very first model we will discuss is the basic 51 state Blotto Game with real 2016
historical funding data. In this way, we can attempt to model what actually happened in
2016 using the Blotto Game given real funding allocations. Then, we will apply Brams and
Davis’s 3/2s rule to discuss what the loser’s strategy could have been like given more efficient
allocation.

The second model we will discuss is a simplified model, using only swing states. Some
of the battleground states lean extremely heavily towards a singular partisan side. For
example, California heavily leans towards the Democrats, and Alabama leans heavily towards
the Republicans. In these states, it is likely that no matter how much any given candidate
spends on that state, the winner is likely to be predetermined. Therefore, the swing state
model excludes these states, and considers only the other states that are more elastic in
terms of voting; that is, that the state is more likely to lean towards the candidate who
spent more on that state.

The list of swing states was compiled from the Cook Political Report’s 2016 Electoral
Scorecard. The Cook Political Report is one of the foremost authorities when it comes to
analyzing electoral races, and the electoral scorecard can be found at the below link.

http://cookpolitical.com/presidential/charts/scorecard

Of the states that are listed, the states that are defined to be competitive lie within the
following three categories: Lean Democratic, Toss Up, and Lean Republican. There are 13
states that are included in these categories: Colorado, Michigan, Nevada, New Hampshire,
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Florida, North Carolina, Arizona, Georgia, Iowa, Ohio, and Utah.
In the actual 2016 election, every other state went as predicted to the side that they were
leaning towards. Therefore, the model will take these 13 states in isolation and then re-apply
the Blotto Game model to determine who would have won the swing states.
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These are the swing states (and districts) defined by the Cook Political Report.

5 Results

We will first test how well Brams & Davis’s 3/2s model fits the real world data collected
by the FEC. The analysis is shown as follows.
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This is the graph for Hillary Clinton’s spending compared to her allocation given by the
3/2s rule.
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Graph continued.

The graphs show that there are a few major deviations for Hillary Clinton, notably at
California, Texas, New York, and most surprisingly, Washington DC. She spends significantly
more in New York, her home state as US Senator, and in Washington DC, her resident
territory during her tenure as US Secretary of State. In the meanwhile, she spends far
less on California and Texas, both considered safe states for each party. Other than these
exceptions, the 3/2s rule holds up somewhat compared to the real data.
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This is the graph for Donald Trump’s spending compared to his allocation given by the 3/2s
rule.
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Graph continued.

As it turns out, Donald Trump’s comparative spending to efficient 3/2s allocation is
similar to Clinton’s. He spends a disproportionately large amount on the states of Texas and
Virginia, and disproportionately less in the state of California. Otherwise, the data holds
up just as well as Clinton’s data sections.

While Brams & Davis’s model may not accurately predict spending allocations for each
of the candidates, it is considered to be an efficient allocation to the Blotto Game model
ceteris paribus. Thus, we have shown that there was a distinction between how the efficient
allocation would allocate funds to the states, and how Clinton and Trump actually allocated
their resources. Thus, we can compare who would have won each Blotto Game model given
their efficient allocations.

Before we begin, we must note a large discrepancy in funding. According to the FEC
data reports, Hillary Clinton had significantly more funds to spend than Donald Trump, and
ended up vastly outspending Donald Trump on the race. In essence, this means that Hillary
Clinton had more soldiers to send to each battlefield, meaning that she has a considerable
advantage before the game even starts.
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Hillary Clinton outraised Donald Trump on a nearly 2-to-1 margin

According to the FEC Data Reports, Hillary Clinton ended up spending $578,664,825.98
USD, while Donald Trump ended up only spending $361,057,618.01 USD. Therefore, should
both Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump spend proportionally to each state’s 3/2s value,
Hillary Clinton will win every battlefield. Thus, it is in Donald Trump’s best interest, at
least according to this mode, to deviate and try to pick up states that Hillary Clinton would
spend less on.
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These are the winners of the Blotto Game model given 2016 election funding allocations,
and the real winners of each state.
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Graph continued.

These results show that Hillary Clinton, despite her massive fundraising and expendi-
ture advantage, actually loses the Electoral College to Donald Trump given the Blotto Game
model and both of their real 2016 allocations. Hillary Clinton wins 20 battlegrounds, with
a combined value of 236 Electoral College votes, whereas Donald Trump wins 31 battle-
grounds, for a combined Electoral College vote of 302. To put some perspective on how this
compares to the real world data, Hillary Clinton actually carried 21 states with a combined
value of 227 Electoral College votes, and Donald Trump carries 30 states for a combined 304
Electoral College votes.

Now let us consider when Hillary Clinton allocates according to the 3/2s model.
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These are the winners of the Blotto Game model given 2016 election funding allocations for
Donald Trump, and the efficient 3/2s allocation for Hillary Clinton.
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Graph continued.

There is an immediately noticeable improvement for Hillary Clinton’s campaign given
3/2s allocation. Hillary Clinton carries 45 states, winning 458 of the 538 Electoral College
votes. Donald Trump carries only 6 states for a combined Electoral College value of 80.
Thus, Hillary Clinton wins this Blotto Game model if she allocates according to the 3/2s
rule, and Donald Trump sticks to his 2016 allocations.

Now let’s consider the opposite.
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These are the winners of the Blotto Game model given 2016 election funding allocations for
Hillary Clinton, and the efficient 3/2s allocation for Donald Trump.
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Graph continued.

Now in this model, Donald Trump improves upon his victory in the actual 2016 allo-
cation. Trump wins 44 of the 51 states, with a combined Electoral College vote of 463. This
leaves Hillary Clinton carrying only 7 states, for a total Electoral College vote of 75. Both
results mirror each other when it comes to beating each other with the efficient allocations.

Once more, it goes without saying that should both players allocate with identical
proportions, then the player with more starting funds, Hillary Clinton, will win every single
state.

One of the problems with the model above is the aforementioned ”safe” vs ”swing”
states. For example, states like Alabama are very solidly Republican and are very unlikely to
vote for a Democratic candidate regardless of funding allocation. However, Hillary Clinton
actually ends up winning that state given the real 2016 presidential election allocations,
which is an example of how the Blotto Game can model some unrealistic situations. To
attempt to correct for this error, we analyze only the isolated swing state model with only
the 13 swing states given in the Methodology section. We will apply the same analysis to
this swing state model.
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One key addition to his model is that both players are assumed to have safely won a
number of states already, according to the safe state model. Hillary Clinton has already won
18 safe states, for a combined Electoral College vote of 214. Donald Trump has already won
20 safe states, for a combined Electoral College vote of 158. There are 13 swing states, worth
166 Electoral College votes. Together, these total 538 Electoral College votes, of which we
will only analyze the 13 swing states and their 166 votes.

Hillary Clinton starts with a 56 vote lead, and only needs 56 more votes to close the
gap to 270, which is the value that secures her the 50% majority to win the election. Donald
Trump starts behind, requiring 102 votes to secure that majority.

Finally, we note that while Hillary Clinton has outspent Donald Trump in the general
51 battlefield model, Donald Trump actually outspends Hillary Clinton in this 13 battlefield
swing state model. Trump spends $48,101,394.94 USD in these 13 states, while Clinton
only spends $31,635,946.40 USD. Therefore, in a game where Clinton and Trump spend
proportionally in these 13 states, Trump wins every state and ends up winning the Presidency.

These are the winners of the Swing State Blotto Game model given 2016 election funding
allocations for Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump.

Graph continued.

In this model, Hillary Clinton ends up still losing the election. She falls just short of the
required 270 votes, gaining 261 compared to Donald Trump’s 277. Even though she starts
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off with a considerable EC vote advantage, she gains very little in comparison to Donald
Trump in these swing states, who overtakes Clinton to barely win the election.

Now let us see how Hillary Clinton does given optimal 3/2s allocation.

These are the winners of the Swing State Blotto Game model given 3/2s model allocation
for Hillary Clinton and 2016 election funding allocations for Donald Trump.

Graph continued.

Hillary Clinton now carries the Electoral College vote much more similarly to how
many experts had predicted she would before the election. She carries 303 votes to Donald
Trump’s 235, winning 89 of the swing state votes compared to Trump’s 77.
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However, let us consider now when Donald Trump allocates efficiently.

These are the winners of the Swing State Blotto Game model given 3/2s model allocation
for Donald Trump and 2016 election funding allocations for Hillary Clinton.

Graph continued.

In a result that is not too different from the original 2016 allocation model, Trump
actually loses some Electoral College votes, but still wins the election. He carries 274 votes
to Clinton’s 264.

6 Conclusion

While the Brams & Davis 3/2s Rule may not be a great predictor for how the two
candidates actually allocated funding in the US 2016 Presidential Election, it definitely
provided a more viable allocation strategy than the ones that Clinton and Trump actually
used.
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In our base 51 state model, Hillary Clinton spends around $200,000 more than Donald
Trump, and yet concedes 31 states and over 300 Electoral College votes due to allocating a
disproportionately large amount of funds to her home state New York, and in particular, in
Washington DC, where she spends over 60% of her total funding resources. Because of this,
she ends up conceding many battleground states, and puts herself at a funding disadvantage
going into the swing state model.

Our Blotto Game model shows that had Hillary Clinton allocated efficiently according
to the 3/2s rule, that she would have carried the election quite handily. In addition, had
Donald Trump followed suit with the 3/2s rule as well, Clinton would still have won the
election. Given that Clinton carried a vast numerical funding advantage, spending less on
Washington DC and more on some of the other battleground states would have helped her
win the election based on the Blotto Game model.

In the swing state model, if Clinton allocates according to the 3/2s rule, she would
win the election if Donald Trump does not allocate efficiently. While it is true that Trump
would win all of the swing states if both allocate according to the 3/2s rule, this could have
easily been remedied by Clinton reallocating some of her funds away from other states that
are considered safe and into these swing states that could sway one way or another.

This paper concludes that Hillary Clinton spent her resources inefficiently, not allo-
cating where her funds would have had the most impact on her chances of success. Her
inefficient nationwide allocation directly impacted her ability to perform in the swing states.
The majority of these swing states went to Trump, and is considered by many experts to
have been the reason why Clinton ended up losing the election.

However, even given her preferences towards safer states, Clinton could have still won
the swing states with her funding disadvantage had she allocated efficiently even among
these 13 states, but she failed to do so here as well.

All in all, Hillary Clinton makes many mistakes on a funding level, according to the
model that we analyzed. Had she been more efficient with her allocations, on any level, she
would have won the election. However, her failure to do so ends up costing her the required
votes to win the presidency, and puts us in our present situation where Donald J. Trump is
the 45th President of the United States.
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